Two-hundred Years Later: Is Parkinson's Disease a Single Defined Entity?
An Essay on the Shaking Palsy, by James Parkinson, was published in 1817. Later, Jean-Martin Charcot better described some of the motor features of the disease and named the condition as "La Maladie de Parkinson." As understanding about the disease progressed, aided by both clinical expertise and technological developments, the definition of what is Parkinson's disease has evolved. Motor phenotype, non-motor symptoms, monogenic mutations, genetic risk factors, disease subtyping, and data-driven clusters, among other concepts, have given rise to the hypothesis that Parkinson's disease may be not one well-defined entity but several different diseases encompassed as a levodopa-responsive Parkinsonism. This review present and discusses several of these factors and how they may support or not the notion of Parkinson's being one or more diseases. In summary, current evidence appears to be insufficient at this moment to clarify this issue. Parkinson's disease will continue to be an evolving concept over the years to come.